
RBP 
Healthcare continues to think and can change. I am ever hopeful that if the system  
has a blind spot today, its eyes will be open tomorrow.  (an adaptation of a RBG quote)
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Disclaimer
I’m not a lawyer or a vendor, I’m just working my way through this maze with you



Pricing Table
The Dilemma.
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57% off Billed 
Charges

Industry Standard Plan

Widely Accepted

Largest Choice of Network 

Providers

Trusted since 1929

Most Popular

Learn More

54% off Billed 
Charges

National Plan

Widely Accepted

96% of all providers of the 

Most Popular Plan

Employs 47k doctors

Highest Rx Rebates 

Plan B

Learn More

150% of 
Medicare MAC

Open Network

Anti-Establishment

20% savings each year over 

other plans

Acceptance may vary

Plan C

Learn More



What is the starting price of Healthcare 4

Chargemaster
Either through news stories, the recent legislation for hospitals to publish pricing, or from 

vendors selling you a Reference Based Pricing solution===we widely affiliate this term with 

the set of List-Pricing of Facility Based Healthcare

PPO Pricing (Insurance Negotiated Rates)
EPO, POS, HMO pricing too---those just get tricky with capitation and other 

reimbursement dollars---so everyone focuses on the PPO as it’s easier to understand.  

Cost Plus Pricing
This one has dropped off the radar—but essentially is asks for a tally of the costs of all the 

goods and labor and adds a margin for profit and cost of doing business.  I’ve seen 

between +15% and +40% in this area.  
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8Sunlight is the best disinfectant
RBP brings the impact of price front and center—and percentages without context are fuzzy.

“….said it would grant discounts of 40% to 

uninsured patients to better reflect the lower 

rates negotiated and paid by insurance.”

What Happened in Virginia….

“Shaving 40% from list prices, which are used as a 

starting point for insurer negotiations, puts bills 

for uninsured patients more inline with 

…commercial health plans.”

“She recommended the uninsured be billed at 

Medicare payment levels, which can be 75%  or 

more off the hospitals list prices” 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/uva-health-system-revamps-aggressive-debt-collection-practices-after-story/2019/09/13/4a381a0a-
d629-11e9-9343-40db57cf6abd_story.html

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/uva-health-system-revamps-aggressive-debt-collection-practices-after-story/2019/09/13/4a381a0a-d629-11e9-9343-40db57cf6abd_story.html


The Vendor Pitch
Strategies built in theory for us to execute in real life



5 Common Pitches 10

Transparency

Flat or 

Reduced 

Pricing at 

Renewal

Balance Bills 

less often 

than Surprise 

Bills

40% Savings 

over Fully 

insured PPOs 

Lower Member 

Costs



The Network Pitch
Stand beside your carrier during provider negotiations
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All your Docs 

know us

We are Proven

No Balance 

Bills to cause 

Financial Ruin
(surprise bills 

aren’t that bad)

Our Size allows 

us to Negotiate 

Your costs

Providers in 

Every Region



The Employee Experience
Navigating the Frosted Glass Window



https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/29ca8c_e3
505daba02442e5aa31e449c990b92d.pdf

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/29ca8c_e3505daba02442e5aa31e449c990b92d.pdf&data=02|01|bbrummitt@agiainc.com|9dfef363582d4e9bc0c508d7518c7afe|d5254c64bea1491da6a09719464ce9db|0|1|637067536118986963&sdata=pGhWPj9vgGimGQQ3dm4jgsauQYhKQnw0mjtuRkyY0yg%3D&reserved=0








Key Areas to Improve the Member Experience
You have to vet the vendors and then never turn your back
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TPA 
or 

Advocate Adequacy

Employee Education, 
Rinse and Repeat

Ongoing 
Broker/TPA/Employer 

Engagement

Safe Harbor 
Locations of Care 

(aka VBPC & Direct 
Contracts)
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Q & A


